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State government shutdown impedes
Science East Building restoration
PUJA MEHTA
Alestle Managing Editor
As the university tries to improve its
learning environment with facility renovations, the state government shutdown makes
things difficult, especially for those who
spend ti.me in the old science building.
Assistant Vice Chancellor of Administration Richard Walker said the renovation of
the Science East Building was funded by a
state organization.
''There's a law in Illinois that says whenever the state appropriates money for con~truction or major r~novation at a wiiversity,
1t must go to this ennty called the Capital Development Board and they will build it for
the university," Walker said. ''However, during the current legislative session, the Illinois
General Assembly has not yet made a re-appropriation to allow for paymmts to the contractors beyond June 30, 2015.
Walker said the entire renovation plan
will cost $22.3 million.
"[The university] will have to front appr~lXimatcly $ 1.5 million, but we will get it
rcrmbursed. So it's temporarily paying off
some money," Walker said. "The money
that's been used to pre-fund the construction,
that we're going to get paid back, is coming
out of the science building construction account that I have here on campus. It means
it will have a negative balance until we get
the money back, but it should only be a couple of months, if that long. It's very shorttcrm."
Although the cost of the whole project
seems high, Walker said the work has not
gone over budget.
''They don't need e}..tra money, we're still
w1der budget - so that's the good news.
The state budgets money annually: [The state
government] knows what the total appropriation is, but they release it annually, depending on how much you need for that
particular year. We're going into the final year
and the state didn't approve a new budget
yet, so they haven't released the funding for
the final year of work," Walker said.
The Science East Building is separated
into three wings: the office wing, the auditorium wing and the classroom wing. The lack
of state appropriation has caused me majority
of the science building renovation to halt, but
Chair and Professor of the Department of Biological Sciences David Duverncll said the
auditorium wing is critical to teach classes.
''The biggest immediate concern for
[the] biology and chemistry [departments]
when the shutdown occurred was the two
large lecture halls in the science building. We
are dependent on those to deliver our courses
beginning in the fall," Duvernell said. "As
I've been told, the wuversity has put money
forward to complete the planned renovation
for those lecn1rc halls, so mat will not impact
the delivery of our courses in the fall. What
is still unknown is how the shutdown is
going to delay the overall plan to renovate
the building and then allow departments that
have
moved out of the buildincr
to move back
.
b
m, such as math, physics and the [Science,
TechnolOg)\ Engineering and Mathematics]
center."
Kcepi_ng the construction stoppage in
cons1deranon, Walker said the two auditoriwns necessary for teaching classes will be remodeled one at a ti.me, but they will both be
available during the school year.
"[The construction standstill] won't impact those two large auditoriums. We are
going to renovate them one summer at a
ti.me," Walker said. "Right now, we're renovating the lower auditorium and it'll be ready
for school in August. ... Ttic lower auditorium will be brand new. The upper auditorium will look just like it did before until next
summer when we renovate that one. They'll

all be in use in the fall and spring."
Although the major obstacles of the renovation have been solved, Duvcrncll said
other aspects of the project are unknown.
"The immediate concern about having
classrooms to teach classes in this fall [has]
been addressed, but the longer term issue of
how long the renovation project will be delayed on the whole still remains to be determined," Duvernell said.
"[The Science East Building] is the only
building that the general assembly approved
for funding from the state - that's why it's
d1e only one [being funded by Capital Development Board]," Walker said. "The government shutdown has not impacted other
construction projects because those arc university projects. We have a variety of ways of
funding them and the money is in place already for it."
While many aspects of the Science East
Building restoration are challenging, senior
biology major Alex Smith, of Millstadt, said
the most aggravating part is that there is no
solution except to wait.
"It's frustrating that the university can't
do much about the situation because of the
state funding," Smith said. "I wish the state
would get itself together before an unavoidable obstacle comes our way."
The university is trying to plan the construction in: a way that has minimal effects on
student life, which is why Walker is not worried that it will be detrimental to the learning
environment of the university.
.
"I'm not concerned that this is going to
rmpact the faculty or students in a negative
way," Walker said. ''I don't foresee the construction having a significant impact on stud~nts. They can still get to class and they can
still get to where they need to be in the building - that's intentional. We've designed the
construction schedule intentionally so we
don't disrupt the students."
Although the university's agenda is not
meant to affect the learning environment of
students, Walker said some aspects of construction are inevitable.
"You're going o sec some dust. ou
might hear a noise in the hallway on occasion, but there would be n9 significant impact," Walker said.
O n the other hand, Smith believes the
work has potential to be distracting for students in nearby classrooms.
''There have been a few instances, like
when I was taking a cell and molecular biology class in one of the big auditoriums and
you could hear the construction going on,"
Smith said. "We were in lecture one day, and
my teacher, Dr. Luesse, looked to the side

''

A large area around the Science East Building, including a portion of the Lot A Is closed off
creating an inconvenience for faculty and students.

said science classes will take place all across
campus until the whole building is renovated.
''Right now, our classes are scheduled all

It's frustrating t hat t he university can 't do
much about the situation because of the
state funding. I wish the state would get itself together before an unavoidable obstacle comes our way.
Alex Smith
Senior biology major, of Milstadt

and there were construction workers in me
building messing with the electric work in
the room. I don't have trouble ignoring it,
but I know a lot of students got pretty annoyed by the noises of big machinery while
the_):' were trying to learn about biology."
The construction noises inside of the
classroom
not the only iiuisancc from the
renovation of me science building. Duvcrnell

m

over campus. We have a lot of classes in Peck
Hall, the engineering building, Founders
Hall, we're in Alumni Hall. ... having those
classes all over campus probably creates inconveniences for students," Duvernell said.
''It definitely creates inconveniences for faculty members who have to walk across campus. Sometimes we have to make
arrangements in their schedules to ensure
that they have enough time to get between

I

Photo by Caitlin Lally/ Alestle

c~assrooms when they're scheduled on oppo~1te ends of the campus. Those arc certainly
mconvenienccs that will continue until the
renovation is complete."
As the instructors have to schedule in
ti.me to get from class to class, Smith said the
students do too.
''I don't remember what semester it was
when I first found out about the construction, but I went in the back door from the library and I tried to open the door and it was
locked," Smith said. "Usually I walk that wa);
so I had to find another path."
In retrospect, Smith said he wished me
univ~rsity would ~ct students know about potential construction longer in advance in
order help them plan accordingly.
"I don't think they even gave a. warning
- my normal route was just blocked one
dat' Smith said. "So I had to go around the
front [and] walk in the heat. It's just an inconvenience because you have to walk
around buildings and in these litde confined
places the construction workers made for
people to walk through. It's very inconvenient to get to places, especially those big lecture halls."
Although walking in the heat may be
frustrating Smith said it was a minor issue
compared to the time spent walking to teachCONSTRUCTION I pg. 3
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ers offices for one-on-one attention.
"It's also really annoying that if you
want to go talk to a math teacher, you have
to walk pretty far to get there. Sometimes,
my classes don't get out 'til 4 p.m. and mo t
teachers leave by 4:30 p.m. 111e problem is
that a lot of times, the walk to a whole new
building take around 20 minutes, leaving
me Ycry little time to discuss things with my
teachers," Smith said.
Si.nee the consouction in the office wing
and the classroom wings are the projects that
have been halted due co the state government shutdown, Duvcmell said faculty and
staff have been placed in provisional offices
until the project is finished.
"When the renovations are completed,
that's when math, physics and STEM can
move back into those facilities. So they're in
temporary facilities right now to meet their
needs and they're going to remain in those
temporary facilities until the construction is
complete," Duvernell said.
Even though there are several other
construction projects taking place on campus, Walker said those would not be hindered by the government shutdown because
their funding is separate from the tate appropriation budget.
While the Science East Building is currently under construction, Duvernell said the
biology and chemistry departments are satisfied with their new Science West Building.
"It's not as bad [for my department] as Although the Science East Building construction has been halted, workers are continuing with Improvements to the Student Fitness Center.
it is for the departments that are displaced
I Photo by Caitlin Lally/Alestle
right now. Biology and chemistry are in a
pretty good place just simply because they ing of the construction projects will take even aesthetic potential of the campus.
everything is getting delayed," Smith said.
built us a new building from the ground up longer - perhaps longer than the ti.me he has
"[Construction] is not a pretty site to
As for the fall semester, Smith advises
and we moved iota that new building. Other left at SIUE.
look at and the chain-linked fence that goes students to plan for the construction.
departments that were promised and up"It would be nice if all of my math, around the construction zone is just not ap'1 think students need to start being
grade in their facilities had to move out for physics and science classes were near each pealing," Smith said. "111.is summer they're more careful about how much ti.me they give
the renovations to take place and now they're other. Sometimes, I have to walk to Peck doing a bunch of construction and I've seen themselves in between classes. And if you're
in limbo. They will remain in limbo until a Hall and Alumni when the classes could all places where the work runs over trees and lit- someone who is not familiar with the consolution has been found to complete the ren- be in one designated science area," Smith tie bushes and stuff and it just bothers me as struction on campus, map out your routes to
ovations," Duvemell said. "Beside provid- said. "Now that the construction is halted a biology major."
class because sometimes you'll have to take
ing new renovated facilities for math, physics due to the shutdown, we don't know when
Since the state government shutdown an alternate route and won't have ti.me to figand the STEM center, the renovated old sci- it will be done. I may already have graduated has resulted in a standstill of the construction ure it out on the spot and avoid being late
ence building was also going to have a num- by then."
project, Walker said it is hard to predict when for class. I would map out a good timed
ber of new classrooms that were going to be
Since the construction of the Science things will start up again.
route from class to class," Smith said.
used to provide part of our science classes." East Building will take place over the next
"We're on track, with the exception of
Unfortunate!)\ planning is all students
Many faculty and staff are awaiting their two summers, for the auditoriwns, Walker this latest slip-up, but the state is only one can do as Duvemell said the professors can
new offices, but Walker said he has not heard said the chain-linked metal gates around the week behind," Walker said. "If the state can do little about the location of classes.
many people protest.
science building will be up for the duration get a budget approved quickly, we think we
"We have very limited control over
"The complaints would come to me and of the project.
can make up that week and we won't have where the classes are scheduled, so there's reI've not had any complaints. The faculty are
"[The gates] will still be up because it is any kind of delay in the project. Once the ally not anything we can do about it," Duin temporary offices - very nice offices - but still a construction site. They're still putting budget is approved and the funding is re- vernell said. "Hopefully we haven't created
they're temporary offices for right now and in windows in the A and the C wing - the Leased, there is about another 14 months of difficulty for students by making it difficult
they will stay there until the work is done. outer two wings," Walker said. "[But] you'll work to do."
to get from one class to another with conThen we'll move tl1em iota their new home. still be able to get in and out of the building
Smith said even though the university is secutive classes, but until the renovation
I think when we get through the construe- through the [temporary] entrance or the au- not at fault, the ti.me situation is challenging project is complete, those same challenges
tion and the renovation, they're going to love ditorium."
for everyone.
are going to exist for everybody."
their space," Walker said.
Aside from impacting walkitlS routes
"I would like to see the construction get
While construction is inevitable for
With the construction interruption, and classroom concentration, Smith said the done as quickly as possible and with the gov- maintaining a suitable learning atmosphere,
Smith said he was disappointed that the ti.m- constant construction takes away from the ernment shutdown, it's frustrating that DuvernelJ said the plans would have been
. - - - - - - - - - - " - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - different if the university foreseen a state government shutdown.
"I think that if we had known there was
Student Fitness Center Weight
going to be a government shutdown th.is
Room Expansion, $2,600,000\
summer, we would not have disassembled
the lower lecture all and done asbestos abatement in the upper lecture hall, making them
School of Dental Medicine
potentially unavailable for the fall," DuverEdwardsville Clinic. , $3,000,000--nell said. "Although in using an alternative
source of funds, the university has found a
way to ensure that those lecture halls are
completed and are available in the fall. So
Art and Design Building East __
that problem has been solved, but that part
of the renovation project may not have
Window Replacement.
begun if there was an indication that the
$3,320,000
[state government] was going to get shut
down in the middle of the summer."
Even if the construction plans were alVadalabene Center Exterior
tered,
Smith said he is glad the university alWaterproofing., $3,375,000
locates money for renovations to improve its
education facilities.
"I always think that budget money
should go towards creating a better university atmosphere for students. So, I don't
Engineering School Student
think that money spent on construction is
Workshop Addition, $3,900,000
wasted," Smith aid.
In fact, Smith said the current construction i.etbacks do nor change his opinion
about the unin:rsirv as a whole.
"I still would have chosen to go to
Founders
and
Alumni
Hall
Edwardsville Campus Electrical
SJUE even ifI had knmm that the con~trucUpg;ade Phase 2, $3,500,000
Renovations, $21,000,000
tion would take forever because there are a
lot of really great things here. Ir's relatively
inexpensive, close to home and filled with really great administrators and professors,"
Smith said. "All the other schools in Illinois
are facing budget cuts too, so situations like
th.is are probably going on at other w1iversiL - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -=========-_J ties too."
Of all the onglng university construction projects, the Science East Building Is the most costly at $23.9 million.

I

Photo illustration by Lauren Lowe

I

Information provided by Richard Walker

Pujo Mehta con be reached at
pmehto@olestlelive.com or 650-3527.
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Alumna Ashley Seering and mass communications professor Cory Byers prepare for a shoot at
Grafton Zipline (above) and a showing of "The Heroin Project" (below).
I Photo courtesy of Ashley Seering

~ -P- ~ ~-- -t m UQ to make
a difference through c i~em a tog raphy
CAITLIN GROVE
Alestle Editor-in-Chief/Lifestyle Editor

At all ages, students are constantly shown documentaries to either educate them on a particular topic or
warn them of dangers. However, the production aspect
is not as well known and there is a lot that must be done
behind the scenes for a documentary to be completed.
Mass communications professor Cory Byers and
alumna Ashley Seering have worked together on a number of documentaries during the past few years and are
striving to creatively modernize the documentary world.
Documentary work is different than producing a
narrative film, said Seering, a former Alestle employee,
and creativity still comes into play. Seering feels documentary work is both distinct from narrative work and
rewarding because of the range of stories they are able
to hear.
"To be able to take a real place and nirn it into
· something that's creative and different is a fun challenge, whereas in a narrative film there is this expectation of creativity. We have learned so much about so
many random topics," Seering said. "We have done
everything from combine demolition derbies to a home
brewery to a bird sanctuary. It's always different and it's
cool to be able to take one or two people and create this
thing in a couple of days."
Byers studied documentary-type skills in graduate
school at Southern Illinois University Carbondale and
learned that documentary work can be done with very

few people and little resources.
"Like every type of production, it's got it's own
challenges. Problem solving is part of the fun - how
are we going to tell this story, how arc we going to
shoot this," Byers said. "It's just a matter of seeing
something that would make a good story. I usually gravitate toward more short things so I can complete them
[faster] rather than taking a year."
Logistically, Seering said it is easiest to do short
films, especially since this region is not known as a big
production city.
"Since I have a journalism background, I [have] always enjoyed working with real people and real stories,"
Seering said. "I also like the fact that a lot of times when
we do interviews or segments, it's people who might
not necessarily be able to tell their story on their own,
so to give them a platform is cool. Sometimes people
are so surprised that [we] arc willing to give up [our]
time to dedicate to their issue."
One of Secring's favorite parts of the documentary
creation process is finding the initial idea, a step that
goes by rather quickly.
"I like the producing - coming up with the story,
organizing the interviews and dealing more with the
people side of things," Seering said. "Each aspect of it
has it's own challenges and ups and downs. I've never
looked back once I'm done with something and [said],
'Oh, that's horrible. I'm not happy I did that."'
Byers and Seering both feel that their interests compliment eacb_otber and their differences blend to create
a productive pair.

"I think that's one of the reasons why we started
working together in the first place. I [said], 'lfl could
just find someone who will shoot it and edit a lot of it,
then I'll deal with the other things' - even though we
do overlap quite a bit," Seering said. "I have my
strengths and he has his strengths, so it balances out."
As a freelancer, Seering takes on projects as requested by clients, but her interests are more focused
than Byers, who tends to take on a variety of projects.
"He does a lot of random sniff," Seering said. "He
will write a narrative script and the next day write a
[public service announcement]. Whereas I do a wide
range of stuff because I'm a freelancer and it's what the
client needs. But at the end of the day, if I could do documentaries all the time, I would."
Despite the variety of work he does, Byers said he
likes focustng on documentaries. However, if he was
given a million dollars and told to make whatever he
wanted, he would make a narrative film. Regardless, he
hopes all types of audiences gain from watching his
films .
"A lot of the stuff I do is more entertainment based,
but hopefully people learn something and enjoy it. I
want the more technical people to be like, 'That's shot
well, that's a well-edited piece,'" Byers said. "For everyone else who doesn't care about that kind of stuff, I
want them to think that was really interesting or that
was fun."
Their latest documentary, titled "The Heroin Project," exposes the heroin epidemic in the Madison
County area and illustrates through personal experiences

;,
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Mass communications professor Cory Byers (left) and alumna Ashley Seering (right) as they prepare for a shoot for "The Heroin Project." I Photo courtesy of Ashley Seering

it to us Tuesday and [the final produce] was due by Friday chat same week. So we brainwhy it is something everyone should be paying closer attention to.
Seering said the main focus of this documentary is to illustrate the magnirude of the stormed some ideas, came up with an idea and went and shot it on tl1e [Stratton Quadheroin issue.
rangle] ," Byers said. "We both really like the challenge of, 'It's due Frida)~ can we come up
"A lot of people will ask us what we're working on and we'll tell them it's about the with something, shoot, edit it, [ and] gee [it] done by then?"'
heroin problem and they're like, 'Oh, we have a heroin problem?' A lot of it is to make
Byers said suidents can also be used on crew, which is why it is so beneficial that the
people aware of it, just sort of a general overview of, 'Here are the different problems, mass communication clas es are hands on.
here's what's being done about it and here's what needs to still be done,"' Seering said.
"Some people are scared of failing, so they don't try very hard," Byers said. "If they
ince they did not have a lot of footage of this topic, Byers said they had to include could just go on a shoot and observe for a little while, they can find out where the camera
some reenacanents along with the interviews to tell the full story in a more powerful Wa)i goes, what questions to ask [and] where the lights go. Then when they go on a hoot,
'We had a shoot out in a cemetery out in Troy; we had a few cop cars, an ambulance they can be able co implement those things. No matter what happen , you always learn
and rescue people. And it's all at night so we had to bring lights and a generator and had something. Whether it wa a bad or good experience, you usually say, Well, next time I'm
about five or six people on the crew," Byers said. 'We were all really nervous about it be- not going to do it that way because it didn't turn out well."'
Seering said she hopes people in the
cause we had all of this stuff and the more
film industry, and even audience members,
things you have, the more things can go
understand her style after watching her work
wrong. It actually went pretty smoothly
- something every filmmaker possesses that
and we got eve111:hing we needed. That was
makes he or she stand out.
fun in that we were able to pull it off like
Sometimes people are so surprised that
''That's something I hope evenmally I'll
we planned it."
[we] are willing to give up [our] tim e to
have, so when they see it they don't have to
Prior to the ucccss of "The Heroin
see my name on it or our names on it, they
Project," Seering's favorite project she
dedicate to their issue.
just know that this is the style that we do,"
worked on was about skateboarders, which
Seering said.
she attributes to elevating her career. Shot
Seering said people are hesitant to pubin the span of two days and having a duraAshley Seering
licize their work is because it involves vultion of only 10 minutes, Seering' skateAlumna
nerability. Both Byers and Seering have
board project was quite a learning
received criticism that has not been great
experience for her.
but said it is the only way to learn.
'When I was done with it, there were
''This is an industry that's based so much on what others think; you don't make videos
so many things that I wish we would have done this or that, so that when we started doing
The Heroin project,' I had those notes," Seering said. "Even now; everyday I write little to not show anyone - the point is to show people," Seering said. "More people just need
to get their work out there, even if it's not the best thing they've ever done - you take
notes saying I learned I should do this next time. That's one of the coolest parts of it, knowing after this I'll get better because of it, because I learned what to do and not to. that first step toward getting better and learning from people. It's like any art - [when]
For [the skateboard documentary], I was scrambling to put it together, but with ['The you paint something, some people are going to hate it, some are going to love it, but some
Heroin Project'] I have been a lot better at the marketing side of it because I had ti-lose ex- people are too afraid to take that jump and say, 'Hey, this is what I do."'
Byers tells his classes that you cannot do anything in a creative field without getting
periences with film festivals. One thing about filmmaking is you have to do it in order to
criticism.
get better at it."
"If they want to w rk in thi fiel , they have to get p t [that] not everyone i going
The skateboard project was the first of Seering's that went to festivals and won awards,
to ove everything they do - it's just not going to happen. We do talk about working on
showing in Australia and Lo An ele .
"It's cool to say you can produce something in two days and people can really enjoy the technical side - making sure it looks and sounds as good as possible- but also workit," Seering said. "Skateboarders were really interested in it because it was telling a story ing on the story," Byers said. "Generally, most audiences wiJJ forgive most technical probabout a skate park. It was the first project I had done that was like, 'You can have an idea lems if the story is good enough. You can have a really great -technically-made film, [but]
and people will pay attention to it.' It showed me it is worth it to do this kind of work, if the story isn't good, it's probably not going to resonate with people. The best is to be
able to do both well, and that's what we try to focus on. Work on both of those and don't
people do care about it and it can make a difference in the community."
In fall 2014, Seering and Byers began a web series titled 'Wanderlust." Seering said be afraid to go out there and share it, because it'll never be perfect."
For aspiring artists of any medium, Seering advises all to understand that progress
she got wrapped up in freelance work for corporate organizations at the time and this became a creative outlet. These episodes are half-hour segments with different themes each does not happen without criticism.
''You [will] just keep making the same mistakes," Seering said. "Yes, it might suck to
month. Up in the air - where they shot from a hot air balloon, was their first theme.
Other themes included various styles of artists and alcohols including homebrews, a local have someone tell you that wasn't good, but at least you know you need co make these
changes to get better. Don't hi.de everything you do just because you're afraid you might
vodka distillery and a mixologist.
Shoots can typically be done within a few hours, and Byers said these types of shoots get criticized for it."
leave them feeling more accomplished, as opposed to projects that can take up to a year.
'We did one [project] last spring for a Mountain Dew competition [where] they gave
Caitlin Grove can be reached at cgrove@alestlelive.com or 650-3530.
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Gardener's Assistant
Ass ist with garden ing
work , $10 .00 per hour.
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berry21 @charter.net
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Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Polls, message boards and
more at www .alestlelive.com.
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Questions or comments regarding this
section? Contact Opinion Editor at
650-3527 or oplnion@alestlelive.com.
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Letters to the Editor Polley:
The editors, staff and publishers of the
Alestle believe In the free exchange
of Ideas, concerns and opinions and
will publish as many letters as possible.
Letters rooy be subrrltted at the
Ales11e office located In the Morris
Unlver&ty Center, Room 2022 or via emal at opinlor@alesttelive.com.
All hard copy letters should be typed
and double-spaced. Letters should
be no longer than 500 words. Include
phone number, signature,
class rank and major.
We reserve the right to edit letters for
grarrmar and content. Care will be
taken to ensure that the letter's
message Is not lost or altered.
letters to the editor wl not be printed
anonymously except undler extreme
clrcllT\Slances.
We reserve the right
to reject lette!S.

About the AlesUe:
One copy of the Aleslle is free.
Addlllonal COPies
cost $1 each.
The Alest1e is a member of the I nols
Colege Press As-soclation, the
Associated Ccilajote Press, Student
Press law Center, College
Newspaper, Business & Adve~ng
Managers.
The name Alest1e is an acronym
derived from the names of the three
campus locations of southern llinois
Unlver&ly Edwordsvfne: Alton, East St.
Louis and Edwardsville.
The Alest1e Is published on Thursdays
In print and on Tuesdays online during
the fai and sprtn~ semesters. A print
edition is ovoloc ~ Wednesdays
during surrmer semesters.
For more info11T10tion,
coll 618-650-3528.
For advertising, email
odvertising§?olesftelive.com.

Have a comment?
Let us know!
Send us on e-mail:
opinion@alestlelive.com
The Alestle

Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, Ill. 62026-1167

Be thankful and c onscious of limited resources
In the midst of this sweltering
Midwestern summer that has been
plentiful with storms, it's fairly
easy to utilize accessible water.
Our lawns are generally pretty
green, the crops are flourishing
and we're fortunate enough to not
live under any current water
restrictions; however, this is not
the case for our whole country.
Caitlin Lally
Alestle Copy Editor

I recently returned from a trip
to visit my family in Northern
California, where they have strict
water restrictions because of a
four-year drought. My time in the
Golden State made me reflect on
the amount of water I consume
here at home and in what ways I
could reduce that.
It's one of those concerns that
we all know exist, but for some
reason when it's out of sight, it's
out of mind. Living in the
Midwest for the past several years,
Pve become accustomed to being
surrounded by greenery during
the summer months, so this
temporary change in my scenery
really opened my eyes about how

a Lack of such a vital resource can
cause distress throughout an entire
state.
Needless to say, California
was pretty brown; in fact, the state
has embraced the saying "Brown
is the new green" in an effort to
raise
water
conservation
awareness. Something that really
surprised me was that some
Californians resorted to spray
painting their lawns green to
avoid Looking at a parched one and this was normal.
Even eating at restaurants was
a curious experience because at
most places, the servers wouldn't
stop by to refill your water glass
unless you asked them to. There
were little placards on the tables
and in hotel rooms that matle
California's water crisis known
and remi.nded people to conserve
the recious resource.
ri

e

thinking to myself, "If only we
could bring some water we have
in the Midwest out here to where
they desperately need it." My
optimistic ideas included flying
large tanks of water across the
country since a 2,000something milelong pipeline
seemed impractical but I

eventually came to the conclusion
that I'm not an engineer - far
from it actually.
However, I also realized I can
still make a difference by being
conscious of the water I use in my
own life and making small
changes to my actions that will
greatly conserve water in the long
run. It's important for everyone to
understand that our actions have
such a greater impact than we can
see and people all over the world
are affected by our decisions.
Beyond the usual - but still
very important - water-saving
pointers like turning off the faucet
while brushing your teeth and
taking shorter showers, which is
ideally five minutes long,
SaveOurWater.com, a Californian
conservation initiative, suggests an
abundance of tips specific to
varying rooms in the house and at

ffic .
A couple ideas for the kitchen
include collecting the water used
to rinse fruit and vegetables to
water houseplants, keeping a
pitcher of drinking water in the
fridge instead of running the
faucet and only running a
dishwasher with a full load of
dishes.

For the bathroom, it's
recommended to annually check
your toilet for Leaks as well as
refrain from usi.ng it as a
wastebasket to avoid unnecessary
flushing. When you do laundry, be
sure to only wash full loads of
clothing, but save darks for one
load that you can run using cold
water. You can even save some
clothes to wear a few times before
washing - as Long as they don't
totally reek.
This is just a small portion of
what SaveOur Water.com has to
offer. I highly suggest readers to
research the current water crisis
and evaluate their own water
conswnption. We must recognize
how privileged we are when it
comes to availability of limited
resources and do what we can to
promote the conservation of
them.
Be thankful for what you
have and be conscientious of the
rest of the world. Don't be that
person who acts like he or she
doesn't care about what happens
to our planet or its people. We're
all in this together - let's act like
it.
Coit/In Lolly con be reached at
clally@olesttelive.com

Say no to caffeine, say yes to a healthier lifestyle
It's 8 a.m. and you're running
late. You get up when the sun
rises, load your backpack with
books and your laptop, go to
class, go to work and the cycle
repeats all week. With that being
said, acquiring a quick pick-meup of caffeine is justified with this
crazy schedule.
Cody King
Alestle Opinion Editor

However, there come · a
point in time when we need to
take a ste,r. back and realize how
much caffeine we're consuming
and wh;1t it's doing to our sleep
schedules and our stress levels.
There are ways to use this
chemical to our advantage - it's
just a matter of balancing how
much
we
drink
and
under randing how it's really
affecting our health.
According to the Columbia

Daily
Spectator,
Marshall
University .in West Virginia
conducted a study showi.ng that
the average higher-education
student consumed around 850
milligrams of caffeine per day.
Mayo Clinic recommends that
adults should consume no more
than 100 mg of caffeine per day,
although 400 mg is the highest
amount that is considered to be
safe. Some college ·srudents arc
obliviou to what they're putting
into their bodies, and with over
400 mg of caffeine in their
svsrcm, their bodie~ react
riegati\'cly.
Caffeine's an addictive drug,
even if some don't recognize it as
such. We're able to maintain
alertne s, keep our minds focused
and combat fatigue with this
godly potion.
evertheless, as
s~dents, we tend to disregard the
effects of caffeine on our bodie
and drink more than we actually
need. Caffeineinformer.com states

that some common side effects of
drinking large amounts include
nausea, increased heart rate and
anxiety, insomnia, among others.
According to Web MD,
excessive consumption of this
drug can also worsen mental
disorders, including anxiety and
depression,
increase
blood
pressure, and can complicate
diabetes. The bottom line is that
caffeine is more capable of doing
harm than good and with college
students being more prone to
anxiety and depression, the risks
are much greater.
We eventually have to ask
ourselve if we're being proactive
about our health and our caffeine
intake. If we aren't, then we need
to find a way to balance the two
if we want to be successful in
college to the best of our abilities
and enjoy ourselves along the wa)i
The temptation can be
problematic, considering we have
both Starbucks and Kaldi's coffee

on campus. Plus, with student
discounts and meal plans, it's even
harder to resist. But, if we set
weekly limits to how much coffee,
soda or energy drinks we
consume, while also practicing
good study habits and utilizing a
planner to enhance our time
management kills, we will save
money and promote healthier
living.
This is the time to practice
good
habits,
especially
considering that we're college
students who will start a new life
after graduation. We're learning
how to be self-reliant, responsible
and hcalrhr I hope tudents come
to realize how much caffeine thcv
are conswning each week and find
ways to better their intake, health
and college experience. Please be
aware of what you're conswning
and the risks that follow.
Cody King can be reached at
cking@alesttelive.com
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Media Relations Director for Dynamo Pro Wrestling Rob Mangrum -

The Alestle // 7

known as Luke Roberts -addresses the fans at the Sports Academy in Glen Carbon for the promotions event on Saturday,

July 11 . The event, being held between Dynamo Pro and Share Pregnancy and Infant Loss Support, was personal for Mangrum and his wife, who lost twins In late December 2014 and were
helped through the mourning process by a team at Share.

A look at Dynamo Pro Wrestling's weekend event for Share
Story by Ben Levin
Photos by Caitlin Lally
In a packed Sports Academy on Saturday, July 11,
Dynamo Pro Wrestling made its return to Glen Carbon.
While the wrestling in the ring felt familiar, the buzz
around the arena felt unique.
The event was put together by Dynamo Pro to
benefit Share, a company that helps parents who have
experienced infant or young child loss, something
Dynamo Pro's Media Relations Director Rob Mangrum
knows about.
In December, Mangrum and his wife lost twin girls,
and there for the grieving process was Share and his
D ynamo Pro colleagues. On Saturday, Mangrum was at
the Sports Academy, no t just to tell the stories going on

inside the ring between the wrestlers, but the story of
what had been going on in his life during the past seven
months.
After thanking the Metro East fans for their
support, Ma~rum brought two stuffed bears on- stage
and told the wrestling up po rters the significance of the
bears.
"If you've ever had the chance to talk to me, I'm
usuall pretty Ion -winded "Man
aid.
I look right here in my hands, I get quiet. These right
here are things to remind me of w hat happens in life. I
think about things here for a minute, and I think about
all the memo,ries I haye."

Representatives from Share recleve plaques containing letters from the Illinois House of
Representatives, Senate and Governor's office commemorating the event. During Mangrum's
emotional speech before the start of the matches, he said he was so proud of the awards
and was extrememly surprised to recieve recognition from Governor Bruce Rouner's office
and the Illinois legislature .

The bears were meant to represe nt not only what
Mangrum had lost, but also wha t he had gained from
Share and Dynamo Pro. They allowed him to think
about his life as a whole, and while that made him very
emotional, it was a very real moment.
Fifteen minutes later, the wrestling matches started,
but after Mangrum 's passionate speech, it almost
seemed of little im porta nce. Thankfully, the wrestlers
·
·
·
o r ra te and
put on a great show for local fans.
In this pho to essay, Alestle Copy Editor and
Photographer Caitlin Lally captured the event and told
the story of last Saturday in the Sports Academy.

Share, which has a branch at Anderson Hospital In Maryville, set up a booth at Dynamo Pro's
event on Saturday, where attendees could ask questions about Share and donate money to
the charity. Share helps parents who lose their young children and said that one In every four
pregnancies ends In loss. The charity provides support groups among other ways to cope
with child loss.
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Before Saturday's event, Mangrum presented Share representatives with
certificates from the Illinois legislature recognizing the event. Through the
support of the Dynamo Pro fanbase, the company raised awarence of
Share.

Mangrum hops on the ropes to get the crowd ready for the wrestling action. Before the event, Mangrum gave an
emotionally fueled speech to the crowd, explaining what the event meant to him and his family. In the 15-minute
speech, Mangrum said Dynamo Pro and Shore have been there for his family throughout the last seven months
to help cope with the loss of his two daughters.

Shawn Santai of The Professionals heckles fans before entering the ring for
the first match of the night. Through jeers from the fans, The Professionals
came away with a victory.

Dynamo Pro's Lucy Mendez (bottom, wearing shirt) has her neck. cranked bock as she is thrown Into a Muto Lock.
Mendez would not tap to the submission, though, and came back to win her match, the second fight of the night.
Mendez defeated her opponent via pintail after hitting a Code Breaker.

For more information
about Share, go to
nationaJshare. org. To see
results, photos and more
about Dynamo Pro, visit·
dynamoprowrestling. com.

